JReport
Features and Benefits


Seamlessly embeds into any
on-premises or SaaS application



100% Java architecture



Fully customizable UI



Robust set of APIs



Flexible, mobile BI on iOS



Access to any data source



Multiple data sources for the
same chart or table



Integrate to any security system



Export to wide array of static
and interactive formats



High performance, fully scalable
and fault tolerant



DESIGN. DISTRIBUTE. DISCOVER.
The speed of business today demands
operational and predictive intelligence for
timely, agile business decisions. To achieve
this, a highly interactive, high-performance
solution is needed that delivers data in real
time. JReport is the fast, robust, and flexible
solution that empowers developers and
users to create advanced dashboards,
reports, and embedded analytics.

Embedded Analytics
JReport enables you to embed reports and
analytics within your applications. You can
integrate JReport as a natural extension of
your existing applications delivering
interactive Web reports, dashboards, and
charts to provide analysis. Your
applications will be able to take advantage
of JReport’s intuitive, customizable
interfaces for accessing and interacting
with business-critical information.

Intuitive visual design UI for

User Empowerment
JReport empowers the business user by
putting self-service discovery and report
building capabilities in their hands. This
reduces the reliance on IT staff when
critical reports are needed for immediate
business decisions. Ad hoc reporting and
analysis is carried out via a simple UI,
without the need for special training or
knowledge of database schemas or query
languages. Reports can be created on the
fly via the Web and interacted with locally
or remotely on an iOS device.

Advanced Report Design
Developers find JReport powerful and
simple to use, allowing them to address
reporting requirements quickly and
accurately. The intuitive visual design
environment, robust APIs, reusable report
components and hundreds of prebuilt

reports and dashboards


Reusable report components



Simple click and drag analysis
via Web browser
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Interactive Analysis
The ability to analyze your data is enabled
by JReport’s interactive functionality. The
Web and iOS-based report presentations
serve the end user with dynamic,
actionable data that can be quickly and
easily reshaped via interactions such as
filter, sort, drill down, pivot, slice & dice,
rotate, and convert for unmatched
flexibility and insight to your data. JReport
maximizes your reporting value.

objects, charts and crosstabs enable a rapid
design environment for even the most
sophisticated reports and visualizations.

Scalable for the Enterprise
Since information demands are dynamic
and continually growing, JReport is
designed to expand as your needs grow,
whether you require cloud operations, big
data, or burst reporting. JReport scales for
your new enterprise initiatives calling for
fast and sophisticated analytics.

JReport Server

Visual Analysis

JReport Server delivers self-service reporting and analysis.
JReport Server is easily embeddable to run on all enterprise
platforms. Moreover, JReport’s architecture has been
designed for high performance, scalability, and management
while providing a customizable reporting experience. JReport
Server provides self-service capabilities such as:

Browser-based report authoring

Rich, interactive dashboard and analysis experience

Lower total cost of ownership

Enable agile, self-service data discovery with Visual Analysis,
which you can mash up with other charts, tables, and
crosstabs into a single dashboard. Transform data into rich
visualizations for exploring data from different angles – easily,
without expert assistance. Visual Analysis features:

Using dimensions & measures to quickly highlight colors,
sizes & shapes

Instantly change data visualizations with over 50 options

Powerful in-memory cube technology

JDashboard

JReport Mobile

JDashboard provides business users with rich visualization
allowing them to easily drag and drop dashboard
components such as charts, maps, tables and crosstabs into
dashboards and combine them with any of JReport’s
interactions including on-screen filters, slider controls, and
detailed drill downs. JDashboard also enables:

Easy integration with 3rd party components including
Google Maps and OpenStreetMap

Components rendered in JavaScript and HTML5

An extensive charting library for fast and easy dashboard
assembly

JReport Mobile lets you access your data anytime, anywhere.
Easily monitor your business metrics by keeping track of your
dashboards. For alternative data views, simply switch
between JReport’s dynamic chart types. With mobile
functionality, there is no limit to how you can explore your
data. JReport Mobile features:

An intuitive user interface, that lets users easily interact
with their vital data on-the-go

Advanced interactive capabilities that let you dig deeper
into your data via sort, filter, and drill down

Flexible visualization that lets you view data any way
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